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Where do the Yanomami live

The Yanomami live right in the 
middle of the hot,humid and 
sweltering Amazon Rainforest .

What do they live in

They live in a big home made 
tent Made out of trees and 
bambo.

Yanomami home 
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Hunting and diet

The Yanomami eat mostly meat 
and also there diet has wild 
berries and edible flowers
The Yanomami hunt animals them 
selves they do not go to 
supermarkets to get their food.

Outsiders
The Yanomami do not like 
outsiders because where they 
live is on top of a gold mine.
So most of the outsiders want to 
dig for gold which will ruin the 
shelter and they wouldn't have 
anywhere to live .
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Women
Women work a lot more than 
men. Men only have to hunt and 
cut trees down while women 
have to take care of 
children,cook and find wood.

Religio
n 

The Yanomami believe in a 
God called Omama the 
spirits are called xapiripe. 
The shamans call and 
respond to the calls from 
the xapiripe .
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Day-to-day life
 girls help their parents 
throughout the day picking 
berries and flowers boys on 
the other hand spend three 
hours a day hunting and 
practicing to hunt better.

The Yanomami 
tribe is amazing!!!!

The Yanomami 
tribe is one of 
the biggest 
tribes in the 
Amazon!

Around 26,000 
people are in the 
Yanomami tribe!
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HABITAT
The Amazon is where the the Yanomami live it is the 
most important place to them.

The problem with the Yanomami habitat is that it's right on 
top of lots of gold. So lots of people are digging up there 
home which means there home is being destroyed so they 
may not have a home any more.
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